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The Warehouse Hotel
Industrial heritage takes centre stage at 

The Lo & Behold Group’s Singapore debut 

Kerry Hill
AHEAD Asia’s outstanding contribution 
winner talks exactitude and authenticity

Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar
Traditional architecture triumphs at Atelier 

Pod’s mountaintop resort in northern Oman
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Situated in the Tower Bridge Conservation Area on London’s South 
Bank, the latest project from The Lalit Suri Hospitality Group 
inhabits a former school building with Grade II-listed status.

Built in 1890 by Edward Mountford – the Victorian architect behind 
the Old Bailey and Sheffield Town Hall – the building was originally 
designed for the prestigious St. Olave’s Grammar School. References to 
its former use are found throughout the interiors and its architecture, 
which has been meticulously restored to former glory.

Julie Humphryes, Creative Director at Archer Humphryes, who led 
the project from planning for change-of-use through concept stage, 

illustrates: “From the beginning, the idea was to create a fusion of 
Anglo-Indian design. What is interesting is that the original architect’s 
work coincided with what Edward Lutyens was doing in India, where 
he designed the Sansad Bhawan parliament building. There are a lot 
of links in architectural references between England and New Delhi.”

Working directly with Dr. Jyotsna Suri, Chairperson and Managing 
Director of The Lalit Suri Hospitality Group, Humphryes was able to 
create a concept that evoked the Indian UNESCO sites, while remaining 
true to its geographical location.

A Neo-Baroque edifice, the imposing structure lay empty for some 

The Lalit Hospitality Group’s European debut sees Dr. Suri, Archer Humphryes, EPR 
Architects and S&T Interiors collaborate to create a hotel of grand significance.

Words: Molly Dolan  |  Photography: Courtesy of The Lalit

The Lalit 
L O N D O N
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15 years prior, resulting in serious disrepair and need for extensive 
renovation works. A completely new Westmoreland slate roof has been 
installed while the clock-tower was restored by Smith of Derby, the 
specialists responsible for the original bell and clock. Below the surface, 
rotten timbers and cracked panels were painstakingly replaced to restore 
the building to its former splendour.

“The concept was very much about working with the original 
features and not ignoring or destroying the character of the building, but 
rather working with it and complementing it,” states Gary Mountford, 
Associate at EPR Architects, who came on board at construction phase. 
“It is always difficult inserting 21st century services into a 19th century 
building that was never designed to have lifts, large ductwork routes, 
air conditioning and sophisticated IT networks, while not destroying 
its features.”

Upon arrival, the building’s original driveway provides a regal 
experience that is almost unheard of in central London. The entrance is 
flanked by oversized potted trees, leading to a hallway with black and 
white marble floor and a black chandelier overhead – made in India 
by master craftspeople and shipped over. A transitional space, the hall 
leads to the lobby, Teacher’s Room and Headmaster’s Room – a bar 
specialising in cognac and champagne. 

Mountford – Gary, not Edward – continues: “All of the original 
plaster skirting, dado and cornice details were kept throughout and 

refurbished where necessary.” New interior elements have been added, 
yet meticulously designed to complement the historical building, while 
weaving Indian references throughout. “An Indian theme is introduced 
through the soft furnishings and subtle details that repeat; the Jali screens 
and patterns in the ceilings, carpets and lighting.”

Keeping New Delhi as the primary influence, details of pattern, craft 
and colour reveal themselves at every turn. The Headmaster’s Room 
features a majestic ceiling that underwent extensive restoration and panel 
work, yet doesn’t feel too referential when offset by the herringbone 
patterns and turquoise armchairs. Parquet flooring is a result of salvaged 
pieces from classrooms around the school, while modern technologies 
are integrated seamlessly.

The jewel in the hotel’s crown is Baluchi, a pan-Indian restaurant 
occupying the school’s spectacular triple-height barrel-vaulted Great 
Hall. Original parquet flooring – again lovingly restored – evokes 
nostalgia upon entry, while timber-panelled walls are offset by Indian 
chandeliers suspended from a cerulean blue ceiling. The back of the hall 
plays host to The Naanery, a bread bar complete with tandoor oven and 
panelling that repeats the Jali pattern showcased in reception.

In order to reach the hotel’s 70-key room count, a third floor was 
added. Mountford continues: “The top floor was originally double-
height classrooms and a gymnasium. To utilise this space, a new steel and 
timber floor was added and the existing roof trusses were strengthened 

Above: Baluchi, a pan-Indian restaurant, occupies the school’s spectacular triple-height barrel-vaulted Great Hall. Public spaces feature art working from 
Sterling Art, door handles from Turnstyle Design and lighting from Firefly Lighting
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with steelwork.” Further, the glazed skylights 
were removed and replaced with an insulated 
slated roof – as per the original plans. “To allow 
sunlight and views into the new third floor, new 
dormer windows were added, replicating the 
original design,” he adds.

Suites on the top floor enjoy 30-foot high 
ceilings and, if you’re lucky, views of The Shard. 
Design is consistently contemporary with Indian 
fusions, while the educational heritage of the 
building remains simmering in the background. 
At the fore, monikers of Indian culture prevail, 
with tapestries adorning the headboards and 
symbols of Indian culture framed on the walls. 

Launched on the late Mr Lalit Suri’s 70th 
birthday, who founded the company in 1988, 
The Lalit London marks the brand’s first 
property outside India, and is especially nostalgic 
for the family-run team behind the international 
hospitality group. Dr Suri concludes: “Mr Lalit 
Suri yearned for a hotel in London, a city he 
loved so intensely that it became his final resting 
place in 2006. Hence, this property is very 
special to us.”

EXPRESS CHECKOUT: 70 guestrooms  |  2 restaurants  |  2 bars  |  Conference and meeting facilities  |  Spa  |  www.thelalit.com
Owner / Investor: Dr. Jyotsna Suri Grand Hotel & Investment  |  Operator: The Lalit Hotel Group  |  Architecture: Archer Humphryes (concept); EPR Architects  
Interior Design: Archer Humphryes  |  Contractor: S&T Interiors  |  FF&E: Chris Garrod Global

Left: The Lalit occupies a former school 
building with Grade II-listed status
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